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COMMON' SENSZ AS AND rrs su8JEC T.

The illustrative basis of our study must now be

broadened, In the previous five chapters, precision was

our primary objective, and so our examples were taken from

the fields of mathematics and physics. Still the occurrence

of insight is not restricted to the minds of mathematicians,

when doing mathematics, and to the minds of physicists,

when engaged in that department of science. On the contrary,

one meets intelligence in every walk of life. There are

intelligent farmers and craftsmen, intelligent employers

and workers, intelligent technicians and mechanics, in-

telligent doctors and lawyers, intelligent politicians and

diplomats. There is intelligence in industry and commerce,

in finance and taxation, in journalism and public relations.

There Is intelligence in the home and in friendship, in

conversation and in sport, in the arts and in entertainment.

In every case, the man or woman of intelligence is marked

by a greater readiness in catching on, in getting the

point, in seeing the issue, in grasping implications, in

acquiring know-how. In their speech and action the same

characteristics can be discerned, as were set forth in

describing the act that released Archimedes' "Eureka",

For insight is ever the same, and even its most modest

achievements are rendered conspicuous by the contrasting,
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this undertesinc s ambigUous 1ot only is the dc7Alop-

merit of common'sense a thane in us, but also ttimman sense

Is practical and devotes self to Changing he things

re1ted to us. Vhile em rical science e deavors to grasp

n-ffy- the f rst the paralel beteen empirica

the relations between the fixed natur s of things, Ommon

spse seeks to relate two variables and, by tha very

effort, brings about their variation. Accord gly, thi
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aspect of-tommon sense, _and the
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Comm Sense

Common Sense as IntellectuaX

The light and drive of intelligent inquiry unfolds

methodically in mathematics and empirical science. In the

human child it is a secret yonder that, once the mystery of

language has been unravelled, rushes forth in a cascade of

questions. Fr too soon, the questions get out of hand,

and weary adults are driven to ever more frequent use

of the blanet, ',My dear, you cannot understand that yet".

The child would understand everything at once. It does not

suspect that there is a strategy in the accw]uletion of

insights, that the answers to many questions depend on

answers to still other questions, that, often enough, ad-

vertence to these other questions arises only from the in-

sight that to meet interesting questions one has to begin

from quite uninteresting ones. There is, then, common to

all men, the very spirit of inquiry that constitutes the

scientific attitude. But in its native state it is untutored.

Our intellectual careers begin to bud in the incessant

'That?" and Why?" of childhood. They flower only if we

are willing, or constrained, to learn, how to learn. They

bring forth fruit only after the discovery that, if we

really would master the anwers, we somehow have to find

them out ourselves.

just as there is spontaneous inquiry, so too there

is a spontaneous accumulation of related insights. For

questions are not an segregate of isolated monads. In so

far as any question is followed by an insight, one has
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only to act, or to talk, or perhaps merely to think on the

basis of that insight, for its incompleteness to come to

light and thereby generate a further question. In so far

as the further question is in turn met by the :ratifying

response of a further insight, once more the same process

will reveal another aspect of incompleteness to give rise

to still further questions and still further insights.

Such is the seontaneous process of learning. It is an

accumulation of insights in which each succesSive act com-

plements the accuracy and covers over the deficiency of

those that went before, Just as the mathematician advances

from Images throneh insights and formulations to symbols

that stimulate further insights, just as the scientist ad-

vances from data through insights and formulations to ex-

periments that stimulate further insights, so too the

spontaneous and self-correcting process of learning is a

circuit in -which insights reveal their short!pemings by

putting forth deeds or words or thoughts and, through that

revelation, prompt the further questions that lead to com-

plementary insights.

Such learning is not without teaching. For teach-

ing is the communication of insight. It throws out the clues,

the pointed hints, that lead to insight. It cajoles attention

to drive away- the distracting images that stand in Insight's

way. It puts the further questionsi that revead;ts the need

of further Insights to modify and complement the acquired

store. It has grasped the strategy of developing intelli-

gence, and so begins from the simple to advance to the more

t€503,16.14q36-
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complexs Deliberately and explicitly, all this is done

by professional teachers that know their lob. But the

point we would make is that it also is done, though un-

consciously-and implicitly, by parents with their off-

spring and by equals among themselves, Taleing is a basic

human art. By it each communicates to others what he knows

and, at the same time, provokes the contradictions that

direct his attention to what he has overlooked. Again, far

more impressive than talking is doing. Deeds excite our

admiration and stir us to emulation, Vie watch to see how

things are done. We experiment to see if we can do them

ourselves. We vetch again to discover the oversights that

led to our failures. In this fashion, the discoveries and

inventions of individuals pass into the possession of many,

to be checked aeainst their experience, to undergo the

scrutiny of' their further questions, to be modified by

their improvements. By the same token, the spontaneous

collaboration of individuals is also the communal develop-

ment of intelligence in the family, the tribe, the nation,

the race. Not only are men born with a native drive to in-

quire and understand; they are born into a community that

possesses a common fund of tested angTers, and from that

fund each may draw his variable share, measured by his

capacity, his interests, and his energy. Not only does the

self-correcting process of learning unfold within the private

consciousness of the individual; for by speech and, still

more, by example, there is effected a sustained communica-

tion that at once disseminates and tests and improves every

advance to make the achievement of each successive genera-
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tion the starting-point of the next.

From spontaneous inquiry, the spontaneous

accuulation of related insights, and the spontaneous

collaboration of commoaication, we have worked towards

the notion of common sense as an intellectual development.

Naturallywnnnr:h„ there ill arise the question of the

precise inventory of this public store. Hor 0.oes it define

its terms? What LAto its postulates? That are the conclusions

it infers from the premises? But if the question is obvious

enough, the answer is more difficult. For the answer rests

on one of those queer insights that merely grasps the false

supposition of the question. Definitions, postulates, and

inferences are the formulation of ineral knowledge. They

regard, not the particular but the universal, not the con-

crete but the abstrapt. Common sense, unlike the sciences,

is a specialization of intelligence In the particular and

the concrete. It is common without being general, for it

consists in a set of insights that remains incomplete, until

there is added at least one further insight into ths- situa-

tion in hand; and, once that situation has passed, the added

insight is no longer relevant, so that common sense at

once reNerts to its normal state of incfrpleteness. Thus,

common sere may seem to argue from analogy, but its

analogies defy logical formulation. The analogy that the

logician can examine is merely an instance of the heuris-
a

tic•premisdA that similars are similarly understood. It ce n

yield a valid argument, only if the two concrete situations

exhibit no significant dissimilarity. But common sense, be-

cause it does not have to be articulate, can operate direct-  

0
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ly from its accumulated insights. In correspondence with

the similarities of the situation, it can appeal to an

incomplete set of insights. In correspondence with the

significant difference of situations, It can add the

different insights relevant to each. Again, common sense

may seem to generalize. But a generali2ation proposed by

common sense has quite a different meaning from a general-

ization proposed by science. The scientific generalization
Aaims to offer a premiep, from which correct deductions can

be dram. But the generalizations issaed by coon sense

are not Leent to be premises for deductions. Rather they

would communicate pointers that ordinarily it is well to

tear in mind. Proverbs are older far than principles and,

like rules of grammar, they do not lose their Inlidity

because of their numerous exceptions. For they eim to ex-

press, not the scientist's rounded set of insights that

either holds in every instance or in none at all, but the

incomplete set of insights which is called upon in every

concrete instance but becomes proximately relevant only

after a good look around has resulted in the needed addi-

tional insights. Look before you leapt

Not only does commen sense differ from logic and

from science in the meaning it attaches to analogies and

generalizations. In all its utterances it operates from a

distinctive viav.point and pursues an ideal of its own.

The heuristic aseureptions of science anticipate the deter-

mination of natures thet always act in the same fashion

under similar circumstances and, as well, the determination
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of ideal norms of probability from which events diverge

only in a non-systematic msnner. Though the scientist is

aware that he will reach these determinations only through

a series of approximations, still he also knows that even

approximate determinations must have the logical properties

of abstract truth. Termsp.then, must be defined unambigu-

ously and they must always be employed exactly in that

unambiguous meaning, Postelntos must be stated; their

presuppositions must be examined; their implications

must be esploreu. Automatically there results a technical._

language ane a formal mode of speech. Not only is one com-

pelled-to say what oue weans and to mean *hat one says,

but the correspondence that obtains between saying and

meaning has the exact simplicity of such primitive utter-

ances as, This is a cat. Common sense, on the other hand,

never aspires to universally valid knowledge and it never

attempts exhaustive communication. Its concern is the con-

crete and particular. Its function is to master each situa-

tion as it arises. Its procedure is to reach an incomplete

set of insights that is to be completed only by adding on

each occasion the further insights that scrutiny of the

occasion reveals. It would be an error for common sense

to attempt to formulate its incomplete set of insights in

definitions wid postulates anl to work out their presupposi-

tions aae implications. For the incomplete set is not the

understanding either of any concrete situation or of any

general truth. squally, it would be an error for common

sense to attempt a systematic formuletion of its completed

set of insights in some particular case; for every system-
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able formIllation envisages the universal; and every con-

crete situation is particular. It follows that common

sense has no use for a technical lariEuaa and no tendency

towards a formal mode of speech. It egrees that one must

say what one means and Alan that one says. But its corres-

pondence between saying and meaning is at once subtle and

fluid. As the proverb has it, a wink is as good as a nod.

For common sense not merely says what it means; it says

it to some one; it bog ins by exploring tlle other fellow's

intelligence; it advances by determining what further in-

sights have to be communicated to him; it undertakes the

communication, net as an exercise in forinal logic but as

a work of art; and it has at its disposal not merely all

the resources of language but also the support of modulated

tone and c'eaerIng volume, the eloquence of facial expression

the emphasis of gestures, the effectiveness of pauses, the

suggestiveness of questions, the significance of omissions.

It-follows that the only interpreter of conmon sense utter-

ances is common sense. For the relation between saying and

meaning is the relation between sensible presentations and

Intellectual grasp, and if that relation can be as simple

and exact as in tto statement, This is a cat, it can also

take on all the delicacy and subtlety, all the rapidity

and effectiveness, with which one incarmate intelligence

can communicate its grasp to another by-grasping what the

other has yet to grasp and what act or sound or sign would

make him grasp it. Such a procedure, clearly,- Is logical,

if by "logical" you mean "intelligent amd reasonable".

With equal clearness, such a procedure is not logical, if
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by "logical!' you mean conformity to a set of general rules

valid in every instance of a defined range; for no set of

general rules can keep pace with the resourcefulness of

intelligence in its adaptations to the possibilities and

exigencies of concrete tasks of self-communication.

Just as the elliptical utterances of common

sense have a deeper ground than many logicians and prac-

tically all controversialists have manaeed to reach, so

too the plane of reality envisared by common sense mean-

ing is quite distinct from the plane that the sciences

explore. It has been said that the advance of science is

from description to explanation, from things as related to

our senses through measurements to things as related to

one another. It is clear that common sense is not concerned

with the relations of things to one another, an that it

does not employ the technical terms that scientists invent

to express those relations. Still, this obvious difference

provides no premisA for the inference that the object of

scientific description is the same as the object of common

sense communicetion. It is true enough that both types of

utterance ]eal eith the things as related to our senses.

But also it is true that they do so from different view-

points and with different ends. Scientific description is

the work of a trained scientific observer. It satisfilit the

logician's demand for complete articulateness and exhaustive

statement. It reveals the imprint of the scientist's an-

ticinetion of attainment of the pure conjugates that express

the relations of things to one another. For, though scien-

tific description deals rith things as relted to our senses,

0 0)
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it does so with an ulterior purpose and under the guidance

of a method that strains towards its realization. Common

sense, on the other hand, has no theoretical inclinations.

It remains completely in the fariliar world of things for

us. The further questions, by which it accumultes insights,

are bounded by the interests and concerns of human living,

by the AU00agfUl performance of daily tasks, by the dis-

covery of immediate solutions that will 'ork. Indeed, the

supreme canon of common sense is the restriction of further

questions to the realm of the concrete and particular, the

immediate and practical. To advance in common sense is to

restrain the omnivorous drive of inquiring intelligence and

to brush aside as irrelevant, if not silly, any question

whose answer would not make an immediately palpable differ-

ence. Just as the scientist rises in stern protest against

the introduction into his field of metaphysical questions

that do not satisfy his canon of selection, so the man of

common sense (and nothing else) is ever on his guard against

all theory, ever blandly asking the proponent of ideas

what difference they would make and, if the answer is less

vivid and less rapid than an advertisement, then solely

concerned witli thinking up an excuse for getting rid of

the fellow.. Aftur all, men of common sense are busy, They

have the world's work to do.

Still, how can the world's work be done either

intelligently or efficiently, if it is done by men of con-

mon sense that never bother their heads a minute about scien-

tific method? That question can be answered, I think, if
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we begin from another. Why is it that scientists need

scientific method? Why must such intelligent men be en-

cumbered with the paraphernalia of 1Lboratories and the

dull books of specialized libraries? Thy should they be

trained in observation and logic? rhy shou1,1 they be tied

down by abstruse technical terns and abstract reasoning?

Clearly it is because their inquiry moves off from the

familiar to the unfamiliar, from the obvious to the re-

condite. They have to attend to things as related to us

in the mannor that leads to things as related to one

another. When they reach the universal relations of things

to one another, they are straining beyond the native range

of insight into sensible presentations and they need the

crutches of method to fix their gaze on things as neither

sensibly given nor concrete nor particular. Common sense,

on the other hand, has no such aopirations. It clings to

the immediate and practical, the concrete and particUlar.

It remains within the familiar world of things for us.

Rockets and space platforms are superfluous, if you intend

to remain on this earth. So also is scientific method

superfluous in the performance of the tasks of common sense.

Like the sciences, it is an accumulation of related in-

sights into the data of experience. Like the sciences, it

is the fruit of a vast collaboration. Like the sciences, it

has been,osted by its practical results. Still there is a

profound difference. For the sciences have theoretical

aspirations, and common sense has none. The sciences would

speak precisely and with universal validity, but common

sense would speak only to persons and only about the concrete
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and particular. The sciences need methods to reach their

abstract and universal objects; but scientists need com-

mon sense to apply methods properly in executing the con-

crete tasks of particular investigations, just as logicians

need common sense if they are to grasp that is meant in

each concrete act of human utterance. It has been argued

that there exists a complementarity between classical and

statistical invlstigations; perhaps it nor is evident that

the whole of science, with logic thrown in, is a develop-

ment of intelligence that is complementnry to the develop-

ment named common sense. Rational choice is not between

science and common sense; it is a choice of both, of

science to master the universal, and of common sense to

deal with the particular.

There remains to be mentioned the differ-

entiation of common sense. Far more than the sciences,

common sense is divided into specialized departments For

every difference of geography, for every difference of

occupation, for every difference of social arrangements,

there is an appropriate variation of common sense, At a

given place, in a given job, among a given group of people,

a man can be at intelligent ease in every situation in

which he is called upon to speak or act. He always knows

just what is up, just the right thing to say, just what

needs to be done, just how to go about it. His experience

has taken him through. the cycle of eventualities that occur

In his milieu. His intelligence has ever been alert. He

has made his mistakes and from them he has learnt not to

make them twice. he has developed the acumen that notices
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shifts away from the familiar routine, the poise that

.sizes them up before embarking on a course of action, the

resourcefulness that hits upon the response that meets the

new issue. he is an embodiment of the ideal of common sense,

yet his achievement is relevant only to its environment.

Put him amon;i7, others in another place or at another job

and, until they become familiar, until he has accumulated

a fresh set of insights, he cannot avoid hesitancy and awk-

wardness. Once more he must learn his way about, catch on

to the tricks of a new trade, discern in little signs the

changing moods of those with whom he deals. Such, then, is

the specialization of common sense, At once, it adapts in-

dividuals in every walk of life to the work they have chosen

or the lot that has befallen them arid, no less, it gener-

ates all those minute differences of viewpoint and mental-

ity that separate men and women, old and young, torn and

country until, in the limit, one reaches the cumulative

differences and mutual incomprehension of different strata

of society, different nations, different civilizations,

and different.epochs of human history.

We have been endeavoring to conceive the

intellectual component in common sease . OUT effort began

from spontaneous questions, spontaneous accumulations of

insights, spontaneous collaboration in testing and improv-

ing them. Next, there was formulated the central notion

of a habitual but incomplete set of insights that was

completed with appropriate variations in each concrete

set of circumstances that called for speech or action,

It was shown that such an intellectual development not
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only aimed at mastering the concrete and particular

but also achieved its aim in a concrete and particular

manner that contrasted with the general rules of logic

and the general methods of science yet provided a necess-

ary complement both for the concrete use of general

techniques an1 the concrete application of gen -al con-

clusions. Finally, attention was drawn to the different-

iations of common sense which multiply, not by theoretical

differences as do the departments of sciences, but by

the empirical differences of place hnd time, circumstance

and envirorment.
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2.	The Subiective Field of Common Sense

V there is a parallel between a scientific and

a common sense accueul .tiort of insig,hts, there also exists

a difference , rhero the scientist seeks the relations of

things to OM another, corenon sense is concerned with the

relations o f things to us. There the scientist, s correla-

tions serve to define the things that he relLtes to one

another, common sense not merely relates objects te a

subject but Ilso constitutes relations of the subject to

objects. -ete thr.., scientist is primarily engaged in

knowing, C1:1110/1 sense cannot develop without chkele,ing the

:subjective term in the object-to-subject relations that

it knows.

There is, then, a subtle ambiguity in the appar-

ently evident statement that common sense relates things

to us. For whoare we? Do we not change? Is not the ac-

quisition of common sense itself a change in us? Clearly,

an account of commol sense cannot be adequate viithout an

investigation of its subjective field. To this end we

propose in the present section to introduce the notion

of patterns of experience, to distinguish biological,

aesthetic, intellectual, and dramatic patterns, to con-

trast the patterns of consciousness with the unconscious

patterns of neural process and, finally, to indicate the

connection Let-eeen a flight from insight and, on the

other hand, repression, inhibition, slips of the tongue,

dreams, screening memories, abnormality, and psychotherapy.  

0         
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2,1	 Patterns of Experience

The notion of the pattern of ex,erience may

best be approached by remarking how abstract it is to

speak of a sensaaion. No doubt, we are all familiar with

acts of seeing, hearing, touching, tasting, smelling.

Still, such acts never occur iathieiir_f71_3.1	 in isolation

from (web:014U another, andeazAl!ee_plat from all other

events. On the contrary, they have a bodily basis; they

are functionally related to bodily movements; and they

occur in soma dynamic context that somehow unifies a

manifold of sensed contents and of acts of sensing.

Thus, without eyes, .here is no seeing; and

when I would see with my eyes, I open them, turn my head,

approach, focus my gaze, Tithout ears, there is no hearing;

and to escape noise, I must move beyond its range or else

build myself sound-proof walls, Without a palate, there

is no tasting; and when I would taste, there are involved

movements of the body and arms, of hands and fingers, of

lips and tongue and jaws. Sensation has a bodily basis

and functionally it is linked to bodily movements.

Nor is this all. Both dee sensations and the

bodily movements are subject to an organizing control.

Besides the systematic links between senses and sense or-

gans, there is, immanent in experience, a factor various-

ly named collation, ieterest, attention, purpose. Te speak

of consciousness as a stream, but the stream involves not

only the temporal succession of different contents but also

direction, striving, effort. However, this direction of the 
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stream is vvrinble. Thales was so intent upon the stars

that hn Id not see the tell into which he tuitibled. The

milkmaid TUfl sr, indifferent to the stars that she could

not overlooR the well. Still, Thales could have seen the

well, for he was not blind and, perhaps, the milkmaid

could have been interested in the stars, for she was human,

There are, them., d1ffe,.7ent dynamic patterns

of experience, nor is it difficult for us to say just

what we mean by such a pattern. As conceived, it is the

formulation of an insight; but all insight arises fror

sensitive or imaginative presentations; and in the present

case the relevant presentations are simply the various

elements in the experience that is organized by the .

pattern,

0
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plant draws its mitenance from its environ-

ment by remaining in a single place and by perforning a

slowly varying set of routines in interaction with a

slowly varying set of things. In contrast, the effective

environment of a carnivorous animal is a floating popula-

tion of other animals that move over a range of places and

are more or less well equipped to deceive or elude their

pursuers. Both plant and animal are alive, fer in both

aggregates of events insight discerns ma intelligible unity

that commonly is formulated in terms of biological drive or

purpose. But plants adapt slovly, animals rapidly, to

changing situations; and if re endeavor to understand the

sudden twists and turns both of fleeing quarry and pursuing

beast of prey, we Ilcribe to them a flaw of experience not

unlike our own. Outer senses are the heralds of biological

opportunities and dangers, Memory is the file of supple-

mentary information, Imagination is the projection of

courses of action. Conatian and emotion are the pent-up

pressure of elemental purposiveness. Finally, the complex

sequence of delicately co-ordinated bodily movements is

at once the consequence of striving and a cause of the

continuous shift of sensible presentations.

In such an illustration insight grasps the

.biological pattern of experience. By such a pattern is

not meant the visible or imAginative foeus of attention

offered by the characteristic shape and appearance of an

animal, Nor, again, is the pattern reached by grasping
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that spatially anl temporally distinct data all belong to

a single living thing, for plants no less than animals are

alive and, as yet, we have not satisfied ourselves upon

the validity of the notion of the thing. Bather, the pattern

is a set of intelligible relations that link together se-

quences of sensations, memories, images, conations, emotions,

and bodily movements; and to name the pattern biological

is simply to affirm that the sequences converge upon ter-

minal activities of intussusception or reproduction or,

when negative in scope, self-preservation. Accordingly, the

notion of the pattern takes us beyond behaviorism, inasmuch

as attention is not confined to external data: it takes
m ma.1-,ftrt.r

us beyond/yositivism, inasmuch as the canon of relevance

leads us to acknowledge that there is a content to insight;

but it observes the canon of parsimony by adding no more

than a sot of intelligible relations to elements of ex-

perience.

A more informative characterization of the

biological pattern of experince is to be obtained by com-

paring animals and plants. For conscious living is only a

Part of the animal's total living. As in the plant, so in

the animal there go forward immanent vital processes with-

out the benefit of any Comcious control. The formation

and nutrition of organic structures anl of their skeletal

supports, the distribution arid neural control of muscles,

the physics of the vascular vstem, the chemistry of diges-

tion, the metabolism of the cell, all are sequences of

events that fit into intelligible patterns of biological

L
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significance. Yet it is only when their functioning is

disturbed that they enter into consciousness. Indeed,

not only is a large part of animal living non-conscious,

but the conscious part itself is intermittent. Animals

sleep. It is as though the full-time business of living

called forth consciousness as a part-time employee, occa-

sionally to meet problems of malfunctioning, but regularly

to deal rapidly, effntively, and economically with the

external situations in which sustenanee is to be won and

into which offspring are to be born.

Thus extroversion is a besic characteristic

of the bioloedcal pettern ef experience. The bodily basis

of the sees., in sense organs,. the functional correlation

of sensations with the positions and movements of the

organs, the	 imaginative,imaginative, conative, emotive con-

sequences of sensible presentations, and the res1t1ng

local movements of the body, all indicate that elementary

experience is concerned, not with the immanent aspects

of living, but with its external conditions and opportuni-

ties. Within the full pattern of living, there is a partial,

intermitteat, extroverted pattern of conscious living.

It is this eXtrOversion of function that

underpins the confrontational element of consciousness

itself. Collation, emotion, and bodily movement are a res-

ponse to stimulus; but the stimulus is ever against the

response; it is a presentation through sense and memory

and imeeination or what is responded to, of what is to be

dealt with, The stimulating elements are the elementary                             
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object; the responding elements are the elementary subject.

When the objoct fails to stimulate, the subject Is in-

different; and when non-conscious vital process has no

need of outer objects, the subject dozes ani falls asleep.

3tog
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2,3	 The Aesthgt4c Pattern of ExPerience

)c.

0.4.6641,4

There exists in man an exuberance above and be-

yond the biological account-books of purposeful pleasure

and pain. Conscious living is itself a joy that reveals

its spontaneous authenticity in the untiring play of

children) in the strenuous gaes of youth) in the exhila-

ration of sun-lit morning air, in the sweep of a broad

perspective) in the swing of a melody. Such delight is

not) peThaps, exclusively:human, for kittens.play and

snakes are charmed. But neither is it merely biological.

One can well suspect that health and exercise are not

the dominant motive in the i,orld of sport; and it seems

a little narrow to claim that good meals and fair women

are the only instances of the aesthetic. Rather) one is

led to acknowledge that experince can occur for the sake

of experiencing, that it can Slip beyond the confines of

serious-minded biological purpose) and that this very

liberation is a spontaneous) self-justifying joy.

'Iofeover, just as the mathematician grasps in-

tellitible forms In schematic images) just as the scien-

tist seeks intelligible systems that cover the data of

his field) so too the artist exercises his intelligence in

discovering ever novel forms that unify and relate the

contents an acts of aesthetic experience. Still, sense

does not escape one master merely to fall into the clutches

of another. Art is a tvoiffold freedom. As it liberates ex-

perience from the drag of biological purposiveness) so it

liberates intelligence from the wearying constraints of

mathematical proofs, scientific verifications) and common
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Insicht in musical composition is described
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sense factualness. For the validation of the artistic idea

is the artistic deed. The artist establishes his insights,

not by proof or verification, but by skilfully embodying

them in colors and shapes, in sounds and movements, in

the unfolling situations and actions of fiction. To the

spontaneous joy of conscious living, there is added the

spontaneous joy of free intellectual creation.

The aesthetic and artistic are symbolic. Free

experience and free creation are prone to justify them-

selves by an ulterior purpose or significnnce. Art, then,

becomes symbolic, but what is syebolized is obscure. It

Is an expression of the human subject outside the limits

of adequate ietellectual formulation or appraisal. It

seeks to mean, to convey, to impart something that is to

be reached, not through science or philosophy, but through

a participation and, in some fashion* a re-enactment of

the artist's inspiration and intention. Pre-scientific and

pre-philosophic, it may strain for truth and value without

defining them. Post-biological, it may reflect thi psyChe-

logical depths yet, by that very fact, it will go beyond

them.

Indeed, the very obscurity of art is in a sense

its most generic meaning. Prior to the neatly formulated

questions of systematizing intelligence, there is the

deep-set wonder in whie:, all questions have their source

and ground. As an expression of the subject, art would

show forth that wonder in its elemental sweep. Again,

as a twofold liberatien of sense and of intelligence* art
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would exhibit the reality of the primary object for

that wonder. For the animals, saely sheathed in bio-

logical routines, are not questions to themsolves. But

man's artistry testifies to his freedom. As he can do,
4

so he can do that he pleases , rhat is he to be? Why?
•	 /,

Art may offer attractive or repellent answers to those

questions but, in its subtler forms, it is content to

communicate any of the moo rlo in vhich such que s tions

arise, to convey any of the tones invalid). they may be

answered or ignored.
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The aesth,etic liberation and the free artistic

control of the flow of sensations and images, of emotions

and bodily movements, not merely break the bonds of bio-

logical drive but also generate in experience a flexibi;-

ity that makes it a ready tool for the spirit of inquiry.

To the liveliness of youth, study is he.rd. But in the

seasoned mathematician, sensitive process easily contracts

to an unruffled sequence of symbolic notations and schem-

atic images. In the trained observer, outer sense forgets

its primitive biological. functions to take on a selective

alertness that keeps pace with the refinements of elabor-

ate and subtle classifications. In the theorist, intent

upon a problem, even the subvonscious goes to work to

yield at wnexpected moments the suggestive images of clues

and missing links, of patterns and perspectives, that evoke

the desiderated insight and the delighted cry, ',Eureka".

In reflection, there arises a passionless calm. Uemory

ferrets out instances that 'would run coenter to the pro-

spective judgment. Imagination auticiptes the shape of

possibilities that rould prove the judgment wrong. So deep

is the penetration, so firm the dominance, so strange the

transformation of sensitive spontaneity, that memories and

anticipations rise above the threshold of consciousness

only if they possess at least a plausible relevance to

the decision to be made. For the stream of sensitive ex-

perliace is a chameleon: and as its pattern can be biological

or artistic, so too it can become tha automatic instrument
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or, rather, the vitally adaptive collaborator of the

spirit of inquiry.

No doubt, the frequency, intensity, duration,

and purity of the intellectual pattern of experience are

subject to great variation. For they depend upon native

aptitude, upon training, upon age and development, upon

external circumstance, upon th chance that confrr)nts one

with problems ancl that supplies at leLst the intormittont

opportunity to work towards their solution. To be talented

is to find thzit one's experience slips easily into the

intellectual patern, that one's sensitive spontaneity

responds quickly and precisely to the exiglncies of mind.

Insights come readily. Exact formulation follows promptly.

Outer sense pounces upon significant detail. Memory tosses

out immediately the contrary instance. Imagination devises

at once the contrary possibility. Still, even with talent,

knowledge makes a slow, if not a bloody, entrance. To

learn thoroughly is a vast undertakiag that calls for re-

lentless perseverance. To strike out on 6 new line and

bonome more than a week-end celebrity calls for years in

which mnets living is more or less constantly absorbed in

the effort to understand, in Which one's understanding

gradually works round and up a spiral of viewpoints with

each complononting its predecessor and only the last

embracing the whole field to be mastered,
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If now we turn to ordinary, human living, it is

plain that we have to do with neither the biological: nor

the artistic, nor the intellectual pattern of experience.

Still, there is a stream of consciousness: and the stream

involves not only succession but also direction, Con-

spicuous in this direction is a concern to get things done.

But behind palpable activities, there are motives and pur-

poses; and in them it is not difficult to discern an artis-

tic or, more precisely, a dramatic component.

For human desires are not simply the biological

impulses of hunger for eating and of sex for mating. Indeed,

man is an animal for whom mere animality is indecent. It is

true enough that eating awl, drinking are biological perfor-

mances. But in man they are dignified by their spatial and

psychological separation from the farm: the abattoir, the

kitchen; they are ornamented by the elaborate equipment of

the dining room: by the table manners imposed upon. children,

by the deportment of adult convention. Again: clothes are

not a simple-minded matter of keeping warm. They are the

colored plumes of birds as well as the furs of animals,

They disguise as well as cover and adorn, for mants sen-

sible and sensing body must not appear to be merely a bio-

logical unit. Sex: finally, is manifestly biological yet

not merely so, On this point man can be so insistent that,

within the context of human livtng: sex becomes a great

mystery, silrouded in the delicacy of indirect speedh:
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enveloped in an aura of romantic idealism, enshrined in

the sanctity of the home.

Not only, then, is man capable of aesthetic

liberation and artistic creativity, but his first work

of art is his own living. The fair, the beautiful, the

admirable is embodied by man in his own body anl actions

before it is given a still freer realleation in painting

and sculpture, in music and poetry. t.,yle is in the man

before it appears in the artistic product. Still, if the

style of living is more fundamental, it is also more con-

strained. For man's olm body And actions cannot be treated

as the painter treats his uncomplaining oils and the poet

his verbal materials. As in the animal, so also in man,

there exist the exigencies of underlying materials, and

the pattern of experience has to meet these exigencies

by granting them psychic representation arel conscious

integration, The biological cennot be ignored iaad yet, in

man, it can be transformed. The transformation varies with

the locality, the period, the social milieu; but the

occurrence of the variations only serves to reveal the

existence of' tiD. variab1(4. Men will claim that they work

because they must liver but it is plain that they work so

hard because they must make their living dignified. To

lack that dignity is to suffer embarrassment, shame,

degradation; it is to invite amusement, laughter, ridicule.

Inversely, to grant free rein to ;wants impulse for artis-

tically manifested dignity is to set so-called hard-headed

industrialists and financiers to the task of stimulating

artistic imagination with advertisements and of meeting
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its demands with the raw materials of the earth and with

the technology of an age of science,

Such artistry Is dramatic. It is in the pres-

ence of others, and the others too are also actors in the

primordial drama that the theatre only imitates. If aes-

thetic valnes, realized in one's own living, yield one

the satisfaction of good performance, still it is well

to have the objectivity of that satisfaction confirmed by

the admiration of others; it is better to be united with

others by winning their approval; it is best to be bound

to them by deserving	 Obtaining their respect and even

their affection. For man is a social animal. He is born

in one family only to found another of his own. His artistry

and his knorledge accumulate over the centuries because he

imitates and learns from others. The execution of his prac-

tical schemes requires the collaboration of others. Still,

the net4work of man's social relationships has not the

fixity of organization of the hive or the ant-hill; nor,

again, is it primarily the product of pure intelligence

devising blue-prints for human behavior. Its ground is

aesthetic liberation and artistic crativity, where the

artistry is limited by biological exigence, inspired by

example and emulation, confirmed by admiration and approval,

sustained by respect and affection.

The characters in this drama of living are

molded by the drama itself, As other insights emerge end

accumulate, so too do the insights that govern the imagina-

tive projects of dramatic living, As other insights are

corrected through the trial and error that give rise to
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further questions and yield still further complementary

insights, so too does each individual discover and develop

the possible roles he might play and, under the pressure

of artistic and affective criteria, iork out his oum selec-

tion and adaptation. Out of the plasticity and exuberance

of childhood through the discipline and the play of educa-

tion there gradually is formed the character of the man.

It is a eroces in Which ratilnal consciousness pith its

reflection all criticism, its deliberation and choice,

exerts a decisive influence. Still there is no deliberation

or choice about becoming stamped with some character; there

is no deliberation or choice about the fact that our past

behavior determines our present habitual attitudes; nor is

there any appreciable effect from our present good resolu-

tions upon our future spontaneity. Before there can be re-

flection or criticism, evaluation or deliberation, our

imaginations and intellisence must collaborate in represent-

ing the projected course of action that is to be submitted

to reflection and criticism, to evaluation and decision.

Already in the prior collaboration of imagination and ta-

telligence„ the dramatic pattern is operative, outlining

how Ise might behave before others and charging the outline

with an artistic transformation of a more elementary

aggressivity an effectivity. Ordinary living is not or-

dinary drama. It is not learning a role an developing in

oneself the feelings appropriate to its performance. It is

not the prior task of assembling materials and through in-

sight imposing upon them an artistic pattern. For in or-

dinary living there are not first the materials and then  

0 
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the pattern, nor first the role and then the feelings.

On the contrary, the materials that emerge in conrIcious-

ness are already patterned, and the pattern is already

charged emotionally awl conatively.
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2.6	 glements in the Dramatic Sublect

The first condition of drama is the possibility

of actinr, it oiA, of the subordination of neural process

to psychic determinations. Now in the animals this sub-

ordination can reach a high degree of complexity to ensure

large differentiations of response to nuanced differences

of stimuli. None the less, this complexity, so far from

being an optional acquisition, seams rather to be a natural

endowment and to leave, the animal with a relatively small

capacity for learning new ways and for mastering other than

native skills. In contrast, man's bodily movements are, as

it were, initially detached from the conative, sensitive,

and emotive elements that direct and release themitue.m

0
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initial plasticity and indeterminacy ground tho later variety

Were the pianist's arms, hands, awl fingers locked from

birth in natural routines of biological stimulus and res-

ponse, they never could learn to respond quickly and accur-

ately to the sight of a musical score. To take another

illustration, the production of sound is a complicated set

of correlated oscillations and movements; but the railing

and gurgling of infants develop through the prattle of

children into articulate speech, and this vocal activity

can be complemented with the visual and manual activities

of reading and writing; the whole structure rests upon
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conventional signs, yet the endlessly complex correlations

that are involved between the psychic and th o neural have

become automatic and spontaneous in a language that one

knows.

Inverse to the control of the psychic over the

neural, are the demands of neural patterns and processes

for psychic representation and conscious integration. Just

as an epproeriate, schematic image specifies and leads to

a corresponding insight, so pa terns of change in the

optic nerve and the cerebrum specify and lead to corres-

ponding acts of seeing. What is true of sight, is also

true of the other outer senses and, though the matter is

far from fully explored, one may presume that memory and

imagination, conation and emotion, pleasure and pain, all

have their counterparts in corresponding neural processes

and originate from their specific demands.

It would be a plistake, hcmever, to suppose that

such demands are unconditional. Perceiving is a function

not only of position relative to an object,5he intensity

of the lightthe healthiness of eyes, but also of interest,

anticip tion, anl activity. Besides the demands of neural

process, there also is the pattern of experience in w94h
their deman.Js are met; and as the elements that .enter con-

sciousness are already within a pattern, there must be

,exercised some preconscious selection and arrangement. Al-

ready we have noticed, in treating the intellectual pattern

of experience, hey/ the detached spirit of'  ,Anquiry cuts off

the interference of emotion and conation, how it penetrates

observation with the abstruse classifications of science,
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how it puts the unconscious to work to have it bring forth

the suggestions, the clues, the perspectives that emerge

at unexpected moments to release insight and call forth a

delighted HEurekatt. In similar fashion, the dramatic pattern

Of experience penetrates below the ourface of consciousness

to exercise its own domination and control and to effect,

prior to conscious discrimination, its own selections and

arrangements. Nor is this aspect of the dramatic pattern

either surprising or novel; there caneot be selection and

arraroment without rejection and exclusion; and the func-

tion that excludes elements from emerging in consciousness

is now familiar as Freudts censor.

Since, then, the lenands of neural patterns

and processes ere subject to control end seiction, they

are better mend demand functions. They call for some

psychic representation an some conscious integration, but

their specific requirements can be met in a variety of

different manners. In the biological pattern of experience,

where both unconscious vital process and conscious striving

pursue the same end, there is, indeed, little room for

diversification of psychic contents. But aesthetic libera-

tion, artistic creativity, and the constant shifting of

the dramatic setting open up vast potentialities. All the

worldts a stage and not only does each in his tine play

many parts but also the many parts vary with changes of

locality, perioloand social milieu. Still, there are limits

to this versatility and flexibility. The demand functions

of neural patterns and processes constitute the exigence

of the orcaeism for its conscious complement; and to
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violate that exigence is to invite the anguish of abnormal-

ity.

° •, •
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2,7 	Drameqic Dias

*rust as insight can be desired, so too it can

be unwanted, Besides the love of light, there can be a

love of darkness. If prepossessions and prejudices notor-
A

iOusly vitiate theoretical investigations, much more

easily can elementary passions bias understanding in prac.

tical and personal matters. To exclude an insight is also

to exclude the further questions that would arise from it

and the complementary insights that would carry it towards

a rounded and balanced viewpoint. To lack that fuller view

results in behavior that generates misunderstanding both in

ourselves and in others. To suffer such incomprehension

fevors a withdrawal from the outer drama of human living

into the inner drama of phantasy. This introversion which

overcomes the eztroversioni native to the biological pattern
Z.)

of experleace, generates a differentiation of the persona
tLt

that appeere before others and the more intimate ego in

the day-dream is at once the main actor and the sole spec-

tator. Finally, the incomprehension, Is 	 and duality

rob the development of one's common sense of some part,

greater or less, of the corrections and the assurance that

result from learning accurately the tested insights of

others and from submitting one's on insights to the criti-

cism based on others.' experience and levelopment.

0
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2,71	 Bootoel*

Let us name such an aberration of understanding

a scotosiss and let us call the resultant blind spot a

scotoma. Fundamentally, the scotosis is an unconscious

process. It arises, not In conscious acts, but in the

censorship that governs the emergence of psychic contents.

None the less, the whole process is not hidden from us,

for the merely spontaneous exclusion of unwanted insights

is not equal to tho total range of eventualities. Contrary

insights do energe. But they may be accepted as correct,

only to suffr the eclipse that the bias brings about by.

excluding th relevant further questions. 4gain, they may

be rejected as incorrect, as mere bright ideas without a

solid foundation in fact; and this rejection tends to be

connected with rationalization of the scotosis and with

an effort to accumuLte evidence in its favor. Again, con-

sideration of thc: contrary insight may not reach the level

of reflective and critical consciousness; it may occur only

to be brushed aside in an emotional reaction of distaste,

pride, dread, horror, r-Ivulsion. Again, there are the in-

verse phenomena. Insights that expand the scotosis can

appear to lack plausibility: they will be subjected to

scrutiny; anr1 as the sublect shifts to and from his sounder

viewpoint, thy will oscillate wildly betv,een an appear-

ance of nonsense anl an appearance of truth. Thus, in a

variety of manners, the scotosis can remain fundamentally

unconscious yet suffer the attacks and crises that generate

in the mind a mist of obscurity and bewilderment, of

-(T-1
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suspicion aril reassurance, of doubt and rationalization,

of insecurity and disquiet.

2.72	 Beteression

Nor is it only the mind that is troubled.

The scotosis is an aberration, not only of the under-

standing, but also of the censorship. Just as wanting

an insight penetrates below the surface to bring forth

schematic images that give rise to the insight, so not

wanting an insight has the opposite effect of repressing

from consciousness a scheme that Yould suvest the insight.

No this aberration of the censorship is inverse to it.

Primarily, the censorship is constructive; it selects and

arranL;es materials that emerge in consciousness in a per-

spective that gives rise to an insight; this positive

activity has by im,,,lication a negative aspect, for other

materiels are left behind and other perspectives are not

brought to lint; still, this negative aspect of positive

activity does not introduce any arrangement or perspective

Into the unconscious demand functions of neural patterns.

and processes. In contrast, the aberration of the censor-

ship is primarily repressive; its positive activity is to

prevent the emergence into consciousness of perspectives

that would give rise to unwanted insights; it introduces,

so to speak, the exclusion of arrangements into the field

of the unconscious; it dictates the manner in which neural

demand functions are not to be met; and the negative aspect

of its positive activity is the admission to consciousness

of any materials in any other arrannement or perspective,
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Finally, both the censorship and its aberration differ

from conreilus advertence to a possible mode of behavior

and con3cinus refusal to behave in that fashion. For the

censorship EinA its aberration are operative prior to

censcious advertence and they regard directly not how re

are to behave but what we are to understand, A refusal

to behave in a given manner is not a refusal to understand;

so far from preventing con s cious advertence, the refusal

intensifies it and makes its recurrence more likely; and,

finally, ehile it is true that concious refusal is con-

nected with a cessation of the conscious advertence, still

this connection rests, not on an obnubilation of intelli-

gence, but on a shift of effort, interest, preoccupation.

Accordingly, we are led to restrict the name, repression,

to the exercise of the aberrant censorship that is engaged

in preventing insight.

2.73	 Inhibition,

The effect of the repression is an inhibition

imposed upon neural demand functions, However, if we dis-

tinguish between deraands for images and demands for affects,

it becomes clear that thG inhibition will not block both in

the sate fashion. For insights arise, not from the exper-

ience of affects, but rather from imaginative presentations,

Hence, to prevent insights, repression will have to inhibit

demands for imees, On the other hand, it need inhibit de-

mands for affects only if they are coupled with the un-

desired imaees. Accordingly, the repression will not inhibit

L. 4  
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a demand for affects, if that demand becomes detached from

its apprehensive component, slips along some association

path, an attaches itself to some other apprehensive com—

ponent. Inversely, when there emerges into consciousness

an affect coupled with an incongruous object, then one can

investigate association paths, argue from the incongruous

to the initial object of the affect, and conclude that

this combination of initial object and aft'oct had been

Inhibited by a repression. Nor is this conclusion to be

rejected as preposterous because the discovered combination

of image and affect is utterly alien to conscious behavior.

For the combination was inhibited, precisely because it yes

alien, InsigIsts are unwanted, not because they confirm our

current viewpoints and behavior, but because they lead to

their correction and revision. Inasmuch as the scotosis

grounds the conscious, affective attitudes of the persona

performing before others, it also involves the repression

of orosite combinations of neural demand functions; and

these demands will emerge into consciousness with the affect

detached from its initial object and attached to some assoc-

iated and more or less incongruous object. Again, inasmuch

as the scotosis grounds the conscious, affective attitudes

of	 (212 performing in his oen private theatre, it al so

involves the repression of opposite combinations of neural

demand functions; and in like manner these demands make

their way into consciousness with the affect detached from

its initial object and attached to some other more or less
psfaxneeirosat:•,v

inoongruous object. InAJungt s terminology, the conscious

ego is matched with an inverse non-conscious shadow, and

0
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the conscious persona is matched with an inverse non-con-

scious anima, Thus, the persona of the dispassionate in-

tellectual is coupled with a sentimental anima, and an

ego with a message for mankind is linked to a diffident

shadow.

o	 o • .
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Apprehension and affect are for operations

but, as one rnu1,1 expect, the complex consecitnlces of the

scotosis tend to defeat the efforts of the dramatic actor

to offer a smooth performance, To speak fluently or to

play a musicel instrument, one has to be able to confine

attention to higher-level controls and to leave the in-

finite details of the execution to acquired habit, But the

division of conscious living between the two patterns of

the ego and persona can hamper attention to the higher- -

level controls and allow the sentiments of theego or shadow

to slip into the performance of the persona. Thus, a friend

of mine, who had been out of town, asked me how my work was

getting on. I answered with a dreaded didactic monologue

on the ceenection between insight and depth psychology, His

laudatory comment ended with the remark, 11Certainly, while

1 have been away, you have not been wasting my time".

Besides the waking performance of the

dramatic actor, there is also the strange succession of

fragmentary scenes that emerge in sleep. Then experience

is not dominated by a pattern. Not only are there lacking

'
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the critical reflection and deliberate Choosing that make

waking consciousness reasonable, but also the preconscious

activity of the censor, selecting and arranging neural

demands, is carried out in a half-hearted and perfunctory

manner. This relaxation of the censorship, however, not

only accounts for the defective pnttern of experience in

dream-land but also explains the preponderant influence

of the other determinant of conscious contents, namely,

the neural demand functions. Claims ignored durfng the day

become effective in sleep. The objects nnl affects of the

p2mggla and of the e_gp make an overt appearance and with

them mingle the covert affects of the shadow and the anima

attached to their incongruous objects.

171n basic meaning of the dream is its func-

tion. In the animal, consciousness functions as a higher

technique for tho effective prosecution of biological ends.

In man, not only does it fulfillthis purpose but also pro-
late,

vides the center for the operations oself-conetituting

dramatic actor. Sleep is the neF.ation of consciousness. It
Is the orrortunity needed by unconecious vital process to

offset without interference the wear an tear suffered by

nerves during the busy day, Within this function of sleep

lies the function of the dream, Not only have nerves their

physical and chemical basis but also they contain dynamic

patterns that can be restored to an easy equilibrium only

through the offices of psychic representations and inter-

play. Besides restoring tha organism, sleep has to knit up

the ravelled sleeve of care, and it does so by adding dreams

In whic are met ignored claims of neural demand functions.

v. 1
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,Functionally, then, t.i-o dream is ,a psychic

flexibility that matches and complements the flexibility

of neural lemands. If consciousness is to yield to the

preoccupattons of the intellectual or of the draratic

actor, it cannot be simply a function of neural patterns

and processes. Inversely, if neural demnds, ignored by

consciousness, are to be met without violating the libera-

tion of tha.. artistic, intellectual, or dramatic pattern

of experieaces then they find their opportunity in the

dream.

There is a further aspect to this twofold

flexibility. The liberation of conf3cAeusness is founded

on a cnntrol of apprehensions; as has been seen, the cen-

sorship sfiloets and arranges materials for insight or in

its aberration, excludes the arrangements that v.ould yield

insight. Inversely, the imperious neural demands are not

for apprehensive psychic contents but for the contions

and emotions that are far more closely linked with activity;

thus, while we imagine much as we please, our feelings are

quite another matter. Accordingly, since the dream is the

psychic safety-valve for ignored neural demands, and since

the imperious neural demands are affective rather than

apprehensive, the dream will appear as a wish fulfilment.

This staterloat, of course, must not be taken in the sense

that the mconscious has wishes which are fulfilled in

dreams, fut wishing is a conscious activity. Nor again does

it mean that tha wishes fulfilled in dreams are those of

the conscious subaect, for inverse to the ego is the

shadow mad inverse to the R91.-son2 is the anima. The accur-
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logical enough yet outrageous, Yet far more vivid than the

it
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ate statement is that dreams are determined by neural

demands for canscious affects, and the arf cts in ques-

tion may be characteristic not only of the ego or the per-

sona but also of the shadow or the anima. doeever, as has

been seen, if the affects emergent in the dream are char-

acteristic of the shadow or the anima, they emerge dis-

associated from their initial objects awl attached to

some incongruous object; and in this fact there now may

easily be discerned ittfunctional signiricanee. The affects

of the shadow and anima s re alien to tine core3eilus perform-

er; were they to emerge into consciousness with their pro-

per objects, not on:y rould they interfere with his sleep
Al would

but also violate his aesthetic liberation, The disguise

of Ma,) dream is essential to its function_ of securing a

balance between neural demands and psychic events %tile

preserving th,- integrity of the conscious stream of ex-

perience.

Hence, to penetrate to thse latent content of

the dream is to bring to light a secret that, so to speak,

has purposely been hidden. To equip an animal with intelli-

gence constitutes not only the possibility of culture and

of science but also the possibility of every' abomination

that has occurred in the course of human history. To

affirm the latter human potentiality- in abstract terms

is somewhat unpleasant, To proceed syllogistically from

the universal to the particular isciistasteful, To assert

that ipotentialities inherent in human nature exist in one's

acquaintances, one's relatives, one's parents, oneself, is
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utterance of such truths is their apprehension through

insights into images thst Ere effectively charged. In

his sakins hours man may preclude the occurrence of such

insights, S:v.1n if his neural pstterns and processes have

been so stimulated as to demand them, the demancl can be

met in a dream in which the disassociation nf the affect

from Its proper object respects the immanent direction of

the stream of consciousness.

A.similar functional significance may be

found in the formation of screening memories, Of our

childhood we are apt to remember only a few vivid scenes

and, when these are submitted ts scrutiny and Investiga-

tion, they are likely to prove mere fictions, Freud has

divined such false memories to be screens. Behind them

are actions which later understanding would view in a

fashion unsuspected by the child that performed them. If

the memory of such actions is not to enter consciousness,

It has to be repressed; if it is repressed, it undergoes

the disassociation and recombination that result from in-

hibition. In this fashion there is formed the false and

screening memory that enables the dramatic actor to play

his 2resent role with all the more conviction because he

does riot believe his past to differ too strikingly from

his present,0
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Our stmdy of the dramatic bias has worked

from a refusal to understand through the series of its

consequences. There result in the mind a scotosis, a

weakening of the development of common sense, a differ-

entiation of the persona aril the ego, an alternation of

suspicion ant reassurance, of doubt awl rationalization.

There follow- an aberration of th. censorship, the inhibi-

tion of unwanted imaginative schemes, the disasnociation

of affects from their initial objects end their attach-

ment to incongruous yet related materials, the release

of affective neural demands in dreams, acC the function-

ally similar formation of screming memeries. However,

if the account has made no explicit mention of sex, this

must not be taken to imply that the depth psychologists

have been on the wrong track. On the cmtrary, the

peculiarities of sexual development make it the ordinary'

source of materials for the scotosis. Because hunger and

sex are vital, they constitute the areas in which exper-

ience can be contracted from its dramatic to its biological

patteen. But huncer is present from birth an4 its mani-

festations do not greatly change. Sexual develonment, on

the contrary, is prolonged and, indeed, both organic and

psycholoaical. From birth to puberty there occur successive

specializations of the neural dimand functions; and their

term is not some free combination of movenents, like play-

ing the iano, but a naturally determined sequence of

apprehensions, affects, and movements that admit only
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superficial modifications from the inventive dramatist.

Intereependent.with this change, there is a psychological

transformation in which the affective and submissive atti-

tudes of the child eithin the family give place to the

man self-reliantly orientating himself in the universe

and determining to found a family of his own. During the

course of this long and intricate process, there is room

not only for waywardness motivated by stranee pleasure

but also for accidents, incomprehension, bliteAers„ secret-

iveness. If adverse situations and mistakes occur at random,

they can be offset by the excretory function of the dream,

by the przares and attractions of a. healthy environment,

by suitable all:, opportune instruction, by some fore of

Inner acceptance of the drive to understanding and truth

with its aesthetic and moral implieetions. If thy eye be

simple, thy whole body will be lightsome. On the other

hand, one adverse situation can follow another: the error

and waywardness of each previous occasion can make still

more probable the mishandling of the next. A scotosis be-

comes established. As an aberration of the understanding,

it stands in the my of the proper development of affective

attitudes. As an aberration of the censorship, it loads

the neural demand functions with inhibitions. Affective

demands are shifted to incongruous dream objects. The

incongruous objects may chance to function as do normal

stimuli for affects, awl waywardness may solidify the

connection. Th,:? shadow and the gialna can become organized

as demanls for integrated attitudes of love or hatred,

Eventually, a point is reached where the immanently deter-

•
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mined direction of the misled stream of consciousness is

no longer capable of providing psychic representation

and conscious integration for the distorted neural demand

functions. Than neural demands assert themselves in

waking consciousness through the inadequacies, compulsions,

painsiand anxieties of the psychoneuroses. Dramatic living

has forfeited its autonomy and only through delusions

can it pretend to its old mastery.

Still, before this point is reached, there

can occur the intermediate phenomena studied by Freud in

his Totem and Taboo, It was rem-rked above that the dream

provides release from tha random repressions that are more

or less inevitable and that the development of scotosis

results from the cumuletive effect of successive adverse

situations. Nov, when adverse situations become the rule

for most membeT.'s of a society, then the society can sur-

vive only by providing a regular public equivalent for the

dream. Such prophylactic group therapy will exist whenever

unconscious nees are met in a disguised manner. Dr. Stekel's

description of the theatre as mass therapy echoes Aristotle's

statement thL..t tragedy effects a catharsis of fear and pity.

Nor is the invention of such therapy in a primitive culture

any more difficult than the invention of the cultural or-

ganization itself. For the constraints of the organization

give rise to corresponding dreams; the relief otAbLa.,4000(.4

Obigattba afforded by the dreams can be noticed; this

advertence may be given dramatic expression; the dramatic

expression would meet in a disguised form the unconscious

needs of the community: and if the dramatic expression is

0 )
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not included in the cultural organization, then the

culture will not survive to be investi atod by anthro-
.,k

pologists. This basic mechanism admits a series of

applications tht range fror ',;nowledge issuing forth in

prophylectic purpose through successive stages of in-

tellectual ebnubilation to close approximations to ab-

normal phenomena. Man's capacity for art anl science,

psychology and philosophy, religion and morality, operates

in the primitive and in the uneducated without aareness

of the differences between these departments an;1 without

any sharp distinction between them and underlying impulses

or needs. In the complex phenomena of totemism„ in the

rites of the Mother Goddess, in the myths of the Sky Gods,

there appear reflections not only of th social organiza-

tion of hunters, agriculturalists, and parasitic nomads

but also of human sexuality; nor did the Mosaic prescrip-

tion of images prevent the backsliding Lamented by the

prophets, nor the mystical flight from sense of the

Buddhists elitginate the earlier Brahminimm, nor the ration-

al criticism of the Greeks forestall popular hatred of the
4P

Christians. Again, there is a nice distinction between

the sensitive mechanism that enforces a taboo and the

rational judgment that imposes a moral obligation. Freud

was aware that his path would have been easier if he had

glazed over the more shocking elements in his discoveries;

yet to take the easier course would have involved not only

a violation of his intellectual convictions but also a

conquest of his feelings. Stills such a coincidence of

conscience and moral feeling can be procured not only by

0
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the determin:tion of judgment in accord with the feelings

instilled through parental and social influence. Once

feeling ta'els tee lead, critical reflection can prevent

an arbitrary extension of the moral code. But in the prim-

itive and in the child, not only is critical reflection

undeveloped and unequipped but also there is little capa-

city to distinguish between the outer censtraint of

commands impose through affection ani fear and the inner

implications through which reasonable judgment entails

reasonable living. Then moral feelings are free to develop

according to the psycholoeieal laws that link affects to

suceessively associated objects. The taboo not only oper-

ates but also tends to expand in much the same fashion

as the compulsion neurosis.   

2,76	 A Piece of Evidence

In his History of the Psychganalvtic Movement,

Freud prefaced his Indictment of the secessionists, Adler

and Jung, with the statemeet that he had always asserted

that repressions and the sustaining resistance might in-

volve a suspension of understanding. But where Freud recog-

nized a consequence, we have seen an antecedent. Our study

of the dramatic bias begins from the flight from insight,

and, rather systematically, it has led us to repression

and inhibition, the slips of waking consciousness and

the function of dreams, the aberrations of religions and

morality and, as a limit, the pwchoneuroses. Naturally,

there arises the question whether any specialistsin the

field of abnormal disorders provide us with confirmatory
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evidence on the connection between repression and a re-

fusel to understand. An affirmative ansuer is offered by

Dr. Wilhelm Steel's Technioue of Analytic Psychotheranv 

(The Bodley Head, London, 1)39). The work, which is

thoroughly practical in conceeltion and purpose, consistent-

ly considers analytic treatrent as a retrospective educa-

tion. Once the differential diagnosis ha e excluded both

somatic disorder and the imminence of psychosis, the work-

ing hypothesis becomes the assur -tion that the analysend

is the subject of a scotoma. A favorable prognosis requires

that the peticet's critical reflection an-'1 deliberate choice

Are allied with the analyst; but along with this rational

attitude there exists a flight from knowledge that is to

be cured by Rnowledge. During the analysis this flight con-

tinues to manifest itself in two manners named the resis-

tance and the transference. Just as in the rest of his

living the patient's understanding spontaneously finds

measures of self-defence ene thereby nourishes the scotoma,

so in the intimate drama of the analysis the patient is

engaged both in devising means to prevent th coming re-

velation arid, et the same time, repressing the insights

that would explain to him his own conduct. Such is the

resistance; it is plauelble, ingenious, resourceful; it

adapts itself to each new situation; yet so far from being

deliberate, it is at least fundamentally non-conscious.

There is also tiv transference. The development of the

scotoma ha 's involved the repression of feelings of love

or hatred for persons in the patient's milieu; this re-

pression and the censequent inhibition mean that the
—0oz -41,,,41idix , 
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patient is the subject of neural demands for affects that.,

however, are detached from their initial objects: the

transference is the emergence into consciousness of these

affects directed upon the person of the analyst.

Just as the root of the disorder is a re-

fusal to unlerstand, so its cure is an insight, a "light-

ning flash of illumination". Just as the refusal excluded

not some single insight but an expending series, so the

cure consists in the occurrence of at least the principal

insights that were blocked. It is the re-formation of the

patientss mentality. Moreover, these insights must occur,

not in the detached and disinterested intellectual pattern

of experience, but in the dramatic pattern in vthich images

are tinged with affects. Otherwise the insights will occur

but they will not undo the inhibitions that account for

the patents affective disorders; there will result a

cleveloprnent of theoretical intelligence without
-

Finally, the patient Is not to be

thought capable of curing himself; for the cure consists

precisely in the insights which arise from the schematic

0 images that spontaneously the patient represses; anA even

if by an extraordinary effort of intellectual deachment

the patient succeeded in grasping in part what he was re-

tellectual pattern of experience and so would prove in-

fusing to understand, this grasp would occur in the in-

effectual; indeed, the effort would be likely to produce

an obsession with analytic notions, and there would be

some danger that such merely theoretical insight would

tend to innoculate the patient against tha benefit of a
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true analytical experience with its dramatic overones.

The analyst, then, is needed. To perform the

differential diagnosis, he must know medicine. Otherwise

he will risk not merely einistering to the mind then the

body is ill but also attempting to treat psychotics and

so acquiring the reputation of driving people insane.

Further, the analyst must Mmself be free from scotoma; a

bias in his understanding of himself will also be a bias in

his arleerstaniling of others; and this is all the more

dangerous if he attempts to follow Dr. Stekells active

therapy. This active therapy rests upon knowledge that is

parallel in structure to common sense. As has been seen,

common sense consists in a basic accu,lulation of insights

to which must be added further insights derived from the

situation in hand. Si Ilarly, the analyst's knowledge has

two parts. There is the basic accumuletion derived from an

academic formation and from personal experience. It con-

sists in an understanding of the psychoneuroses or para-

pathies in their origins, their development, their re-

sults; it is a grasp of a vast manifold of possibilities;

It involves an ability to proceed from a patient's bio-

graphy and behavior, his dreams and associations, to a

grasp of his precise flight from knowledge. However, that

precise flight was the hidden component of an individual

history; it possesses not merely typical features but also

its on particular twists and turns; and it continues to

be operative in the analytical situation. The analyst has

to outwit the resistance. He has to discern the transfer-

ence, be able to make capital of its and know when to end     
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it. He has to be able to wait for favorable opportunities,

ready to take the initiative when the occasion calls for

it, capable of giving up when he is defeated, and in-

genious in keeping th ings going men he sees he can win.

In this complicated and dangerous chess-game, he is to be

gaining insiaht into the eatientls basic trouble, winning

his confidence by the explanation arid removal of super-

ficial symptoms, and preparing the aay for the discovery

of the profound secret. Finally, he has to be able'to end

the analysis, stiffen the analysand ta self-reliance, con-

tribute what he can to the happy ending in rhich both need

of the analyst an0 disturbing memories af the analysis

pass away.

It is time to revert to our question. Does

there exist empirical evidence for the assertion that the

suspension of understanding is not merely a possible con-

sequence but also a genetic factor in psychogenic disorder?

Unfortunately, there are divisions amag specialists in

the field and sos instead of giving Li single answer, I

must give two.

To those not disinclined to agree with

Dr. Stekel, one may say that there exists empirical evi-

dence for a psychotherapeutic notion In the measure that

the notion is operative in actual treatment, that it is

operative in the treatment of all types of disorder rather

than in a partial selection of types, that it survives

prolongoi and varied experience, that the survival con-

trasts with a readiness to drop unverified notions, that

failures cannot be traced to the notion in question. Now

0



Foot-rote to Chapter VI, p. 342, line 25.

Otto Fonichel [Problems of Psychoanalytic Techmiome. Trans

latod by D. Brunowick, Albany, N. Yo, 1941] aoks hot it ir that

interprotation works (p. 52) and diocusoes tho proem) in_vhich

the pationt appropriates an intorprotation (pp. 76 fr.), Gregory

Zilboorg [The Emotional Froblam and the Therapeutic Rao of Lnoight.

mapachortartori, -::4/(1952), 1-24] oxporionoes

culty in defining insight, grats that Freud's basic bole was an

enlarcomont of our capacity to undorotand, insinta that therapeuti-

cally ciEnificant insight arisoo only an a consoononco to pnychic

liboration. A Study of Intorporsonal Rolations [edited 107 P.

Nfullahy, Now York 1949] included three papers on insight ly E. D.

Flutchinoon. From then° papers Clara Thompson iPsyChoanalyais:

Evolutimml_2022pagat. With the collaboration of 1. Itullahy.

London 1952] dorivos a definition of inoiht and applios It to

a thorapoutio process that onds with an iruminatincnornont in

which provi:mo thinking falls into poropootivo ani mensitive

spontaneity undergoes an effortless change (pp. 23B-44), In Me

Intorporoonal Theory of Psychiatry, H. 3. 2u1livan speaN a number

of times of.a marvollous "solectivo inattention" to what ia signi-

ficant (Boo the Index) and 06-Mo dopicto Vs a patient naddenly

seeing the point of a aroma (Pp. 3,38 f.). In brief, there is an

eonential difforonce between the tank of the teacher arid the task

of the psychothorapiot; but teaching individuals sanothinc; about

themselves Is a oignifioant component in psychotherapy; ard in

tho licht of the present analysis of human knowlodge successful

teaching is a communication of insight0.
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Dr. Stekel has attained an international position both

as an analyst and as a writer of techeical works; he is

able to loscribe his Technloue of Analytic Prarchathgranv

as the fruit of tñf Jty years' experience; in that book

the analyst's working hypothesis is that the patient is

suffering from a scotoma and the analyst's goal is to lead

the patient towards a "lightning flash of illumination";

this view dominates the whole treatment and is relevant to

the whole class of parapathies or psychoneuroses; finally,

there is a good deal of evidence for Dr. SteRells In-

dependence of mind and his readiness to abide by results.
to

However, there perhaps are those whom
A

gazion	 e

(\i  

Dr. Stekel's favor for an opinion provides presumptive

evidence that the opinion is erroneous or at least rash.

To them I would point out that the present issue is not

the validity of the whole of Dr. Stekel's theory and prac-

tice but solely the existence of empirical evidence for a

single correlation. I am not asking for the adoption of

Dr. Stekells active method; r am not even urging that

analytic treatment is desirable; my concern is restricted

to a theoretical issue, and rAy question is whether or not

evidence exists. It seems to me that a negative answer is

impOssible. Even if one prescinds entirely from Dr. Stekel

and his pupils, still there occur other analytic treatments
)e,

in which the cure operates through knowledge; but the know-

ledge in question is of a particuLlr kind; it is not sensi-

tive knowledge apart from organization through insights,

for hypnosis is not a satisfactory method; it is not know-

ledge on the level of critical reflection and judgment, for

4-IAA 6-4'j-
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delusions are not the principal characteristic of psycho-

neurosIo; it is the intermediate factor that we have been

investigating under the name of insight, and on the present

theoretical level it makes no difference whether the patient

be led to the insight by an active method or left to dis-

cover it for himself by a passive method.

2,77	 A .1219_ MQthocl

There is a final point to be made, and it re-

gards the significance for depth psychology of recent develop

merits in scientific n(Ahodology. At ''hn turn of the century

mechanist determinism was still the world+view dominant in

scientific circles. Freud's discovery and development of

the notion of psychogenic disorder came at the ambiguous

moment when the old outlook vas about to dissolve and, as

one might T.,77ect, tha ambiguity of the moment forced am-

biguity upeln his work. Tare inechanist determinism correct,

then neither normality nor disorder could be psychogenic;

Laplace's demon could calculate both from the world dis-

tribution of atoms in any basic situation; Freud could be

said to introduce a new name and a new technique inasmuch

as he dealt with collocations of atoms through their psychic

appearances; but Freud could not be credited with the dis-

covery of an autonomous science. On the other hand, if

mechanist determinism is incorrect, the category of the

psychogenic promptly assumes aAsignificance.thatc.gate4d

1414e.s.14-1-sUaa.t,stasplIatt4 Let us sttempt to clarify

this point.
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As we have seen, empirical science is th-3 determination

of coraolations verified in observables. Mechanism is the

akEtional determination to invent that is neither a

cor:elation nor verified nor obaeavable. What is so in-

vented, lo pronlanced real and objective; and in comparison

with this fictitious treasure, the obsevable bacomes the

merely apparent. Thus, in nineteenth century physical

theory, the aether is real and objective, and its proper-

ties resembling, say, a sponge-like vortex are what make

electro-magnatic equations true. Nor is this all. Because

verified correlations are attributed to LataiOned atoms or
aaa franataaaac..,

aether, they are not abstract but concrete; and once classi-

cal correlations are considered to be concrete, determinism

follows and the possibility of statistical lam, except

as a confession of ignorance, rigorously is excluded.

No  Freudfs on investigations threw some

doubt on the scientific character of mechanist objectiva-

tion. He was aware of the importance of extroversion in

the object-finding that pertains to the psychic side of

sexual Javalor)ment. he could appeal to projection to

account fr.Ir th transformation of the unconacious ill-will

of primitives to deceased relailves into the explicit

of the daparted spirits, to the bereaved mourners.

But he had no intention of soinE back over the path tra-

versed by Galileo and Descartes, hobbos and Berkley, Hume

and Kant. Vor did the methodology of then =temporary

science provide him with a canon of parsimony that res-

tricted scientific affirmation to veaified correlations

and to observables. On the contrary, on many occasions

Qpmmor Sense
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Freud represents the outlook of his time and tends to

ret;ard observable psychic events as appea2ance and un-

observable entities as reality. That precisely is the

libido? Is it what is known Ather by observing nerves

or by observing psychic events or by corrolatinr these

obervables or by ve-fifying those correlations? Or is\it

a construc that stands to Freud's verified correla-

'Foeir-1"-A

tions in 111GII	 same mannor as the s:lenge-vortex aether

once stood tl e1ectro-m4eletic equations? To resolve the

ambiguity, if It can be resolved, woull call for an in-

vostigation by a trained expert in the history of science,

Again, Freud was professedly determinist. :But in

so far as determin
A	

isis operative in Freud's 7ork, it

amounts to the postulate that there is a reason for every-

thing, even for numbers that one appears to select at ran-

dom. But if ona admits that some reasons areAomay-^K>bake,

that postulate becomes compatible with statistical la:s;

and if Laplace has failed to exclude probalflity from

Physics, there is little likelihood of its being excluded

from psychology.

Foot-note	 There is a long and nuanced chapter on "Freud's
to line 11.

Theory of Mind" in the first volume of Dr, Ernest Jones'

The Life and Work of Sigmund Freud (New York, 1953). Contrast

the influence of contemporary physics in the relational concepts

elaborated in Culture and Personality (Procoedings of an Inter-

disciplinary Conference held under the auspices of the Viking

Fund. 14 East 71st Street, New York City, Nov. 7 & 8, 1947.

Published by the Viking Fund, 1949. Reprinted 1950. PP. 911

11 13 ff. ,i..44q..e.1.-)-
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Still, whatever may have been FreudIs involve-

ment in rAechanist determinism, it romaine that his scien-

tific discovery was psychogenic disease. It is not science

but a philosoTty that pronounces conscious events to be

appearance and some underlying tet9 ultimate to be reality.

It is not science but a philosophy that confers upon atz1410

atoms the exclusive role of ruling the course of conscious

. events. On the other hand, it is Freud's discovery that

reveals the psychogenic to be more than an illusory name:

and it is a sacrifice of mechanist determinism that opens

the way to the recocnition of the psychogenic as a genuine

category.

•	 For, in the first places an acknowledgement of

the non-systematic leads-to an affirmation of successive

levels of scientific inquiry. If the nonrsystematio exists

on the level of physics, then on that level there are coin-

cidental manifolds that can be systematized by a higher

chemical level without' violating any physical law, If the

non-systematic exists on the 6( level of chemistry, then on

that level there are co1ncidental manifolds that can be

systematized by a higher biological level without violating

any chemical law. If the non.systomatic exists on the level

of biology, then on that level there are coincidental mani-

folds that can be systematized by a hicher psychic level

without violating any biological	 law. If VhATV4va

the non-systematic exists' on the level of the psyche, than

on that lovel there are coincidental manifolds that can

be systematized by a hither level of insight and reflection,

deliberation and choice, without violating any lai of the
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psyche. LI brief, an acknowledgement of the non-systematic

makes it possible to conceive 1) psychic health as a harmoni-

c* ous unfolding of a process that moves at once on distinct

yet related levels, 2) psychic aberration as an orientation

of the stream of consciousness in conflict with its function

of systemeAzing underlying manifolds, and 3) analytic treat-

m • nt as an effort to reorientate an aberrant stream of colt-

sciousness and to effect a release from unconscious obstruc-

tions with a psychic origin.

Again, an acknowledgement that the real is the

verified malms it possible to affirm the reality no less of

'the higher system than of the underlying manifold, The chemical

is as real as the physical; the biological an real as the chemi-

cal; the psychic as real as the biological; and insilit as real

as the payola°, At once the psychogenic ceases to be merely

a name, for the	 psychic becomes a real source of. organization

'that controls undrlyIng manifolds in a manner beyond the reach

of their laws.

By the same stroke there is laid the spectre that

at least popularly is associated with Freud's discoveries.

For the latent content of the dream, so far from revealing

the "real" nwril now merely exhibits potentialities that are

rejected not only by waking but also by dreaming °onsets:mimeos.

Though the rmtentialities are for parricide and cannibalism,

incest aad suicide, still they are only potentialities and

commonly åi thoy are rejected. What has been found shocking

or revolting is not the affirmation of the possibility of

•
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what, after all, does occur. It is the affirmation that

under the disguise of a phenomenal consciousness there

lurks a monster that is W the reality of each of us and

the effective master of our lives.

Finally, it to to be observed that, if this nate

on method draws upon previous discussion, it also is perhaps

excessively proloptio. Only in Chapter VIII shall yre be in a

position Weithor to say what is meant by tho thing, the man.,

the person, Or to extend to things and persons the notion of

emergent probability. Only in Chapter XIV shall we be able

to come to grips with the philosophic probloms of reality

and objectivity. Only in Chapter XV shall we be able to

attempt a systematic account of genetic method.. But if our

present suggestions cannot avoid a conspicuous lack of

precision and detail, perhaps they possess the pedagogioal

valve of opening a perspective and promising a fuller though

later scrutiny.
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